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Abstract

Previous studies exploring the human-like ca-
pabilities of machine-learning models have pri-
marily focused on pure language models. Lim-
ited attention has been given to investigating
whether models exhibit human-like behavior
when performing tasks that require the integra-
tion of visual and language information. In
this study, we investigate the impact of tags of
semantic, phonological, and bilingual features
on the visual question-answering task perfor-
mance of an unsupervised model. Our find-
ings reveal its similarities with the influence of
distractors in the picture-naming task (known
as the picture-word-interference paradigm) ob-
served in human experiments: 1) Semantically-
related tags have a more negative effect on task
performance compared to unrelated tags, in-
dicating a more robust competition between
visual and tag information which are semanti-
cally closer to each other when generating an
answer. 2) Even presenting a partial section
(wordpiece) of the originally detected tag sig-
nificantly improves task performance, with the
portion that plays a lesser role in determining
the overall meaning of the original tag leading
to a more pronounced improvement. 3) Tags
in two languages that refer to the same mean-
ing exhibit a symmetrical-like effect on perfor-
mance in balanced bilingual models. Datasets
and code of this project are released at https:
//github.com/NLPbelllabs/PWI

1 Introduction

Machine learning models possess a broad range of
reasoning abilities like humans. Comparing these
models to human capabilities can aid in understand-
ing the decision-making process underlying their
predictions and ultimately enhance their accuracy.
Numerous studies exploring human-like behavior
in models primarily focus on language process-
ing alone, revealing that, even though these mod-
els may encounter difficulties in certain special-
ized areas of language, they can attain significant

human-like capabilities across diverse linguistic
domains (Ettinger, 2020; Rogers et al., 2021). In
this study, we expand the scope of the investigation
to the field of vision and language, an area that,
to the best of our knowledge, has been relatively
unexplored from the perspective of the language
community (Dobreva and Keller, 2021; Cao et al.,
2020a).

In cognitive psychological research on human
language production, the paradigm of picture-word
interference (PWI) plays a crucial role in under-
standing how humans access the appropriate words
in their mental processes (Bürki et al., 2020; van
Maanen et al., 2009; Lupker, 1979). In a typical
PWI task, participants are presented with a pic-
ture and asked to name the object (target word,
e.g., dog) depicted in the picture accurately and
quickly. Concurrently, a linguistically related dis-
tractor word (e.g. cat is semantically related) is pre-
sented superimposed on the picture. Compared to
an unrelated distractor (e.g. cap), a related distrac-
tor can either interfere with or facilitate the process
by which humans produce the correct response.
The PWI is employed to simulate the cognitive
process of selecting the most appropriate represen-
tation of a word (target) from multiple possibilities
stored in long-term memory.

This selection process involved in PWI can be
likened to a visual question answering (VQA) task,
where a single answer is assigned the highest prob-
ability of being the correct response among a set of
choices. To achieve successful performance in the
task, a vision-language pre-training (VLP) model
relies on the inclusion of additional tags, which are
accurately detected by an object detector. These
tags enhance the visual information extracted from
the image, which is particularly important for the
unsupervised model which is pre-trained with un-
aligned text and image corpora (Li et al., 2020).
Compared to the baseline cases where no tags are
included, the inclusion of tags that possess certain

https://github.com/NLPbelllabs/PWI
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features may enhance task performance, similar to
the facilitation effect in the PWI paradigm. Con-
versely, the presence of tags with some other fea-
tures may negatively impact task performance, akin
to the interference effect in the PWI paradigm.

From this perspective, we examine how tags with
different features affect the VQA task performance
of unsupervised VisualBERT model (Li et al., 2019,
2020). Our findings reveal similarities between
the effects of tags and the influence of distractors
observed in PWI experiments with human partic-
ipants: A) Semantically-related tags have a more
pronounced negative impact on task performance
compared to unrelated tags. B) A partial section
(wordpiece) of the detected tags improves task per-
formance. C) Tags in two languages that refer to
the same meaning exhibit a symmetrical-like effect
on a balanced bilingual model which is fine-tuned
in both languages. Additionally, our results indi-
cate that: D) When visual and tag information are
semantically closer, there is a heightened competi-
tion between them to be chosen as the final answer.
E) The portion of the tag that has a lesser role in de-
termining its overall meaning contributes to a more
substantial improvement in task performance.

We outline three main contributions of our study:
Firstly, we extend the scope of investigation on
human-like intelligence beyond pure language
models to include models that integrate visual and
language information. Secondly, our findings in-
dicate that the model’s performance demonstrates
some degree of similarity to human cognitive abil-
ities under various distractor conditions. Thirdly,
our study highlights the impact of tag quality on
the effectiveness of the model and underscores the
need for careful attention to this aspect during the
model design phase.

2 Related Work

Object Tag Previous studies have demonstrated
that incorporating object tags can improve perfor-
mance in various vision-language tasks, includ-
ing VQA (Fang et al., 2021; Cho et al., 2021;
Zhang et al., 2021b; Wang et al., 2020), image
captioning (Hu et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2021a;
Hu et al., 2020) and visual commonsense reasoning
(Lin et al., 2019). However, there is still a lack of
comprehensive understanding regarding the influ-
ence of tags on the task. In this study, we explore
the impact of tags with different features on the
performance of unsupervised VisualBERT.

Human-level Intelligence Numerous studies
have been conducted to examine the linguistic capa-
bilities of pre-trained transformer-based language
models, exploring their resemblance to human abil-
ities in various aspects such as syntactic knowl-
edge (Linzen et al., 2016; Gulordava et al., 2018),
semantic knowledge (Ettinger, 2020; Kementched-
jhieva et al., 2021; Misra et al., 2020), and the inte-
gration of semantic and syntactic information (Xu
and Chen, 2022). However, there is still limited
knowledge about the linguistic capabilities of VLP
models in relation to human behavior (Dobreva and
Keller, 2021; Cao et al., 2020a). Our study seeks to
expand the current understanding by investigating
whether the impact of tags with various features
on the VQA task is comparable to the effect of
distractors in the PWI task.

3 PWI and Prediction

3.1 Semantic Relatedness

Inspiration PWI research has suggested that a dis-
tractor that shares a closer semantic relationship
with the target word tends to have a more substan-
tial interference effect on lexical selection. For in-
stance, many studies (Vigliocco et al., 2004; Vieth
et al., 2014; Aristei and Rahman, 2013; Rose et al.,
2019; cf. Hutson and Damian, 2014) demonstrate
that the time taken to name a target word (e.g., dog)
is longer when presented with a distractor from the
same category (e.g. cat), compared to an unrelated
distractor (e.g. cap).

The interference effect caused by a semantically-
related distractor can also be observed in pre-
trained language models. Misra et al. (2020) in-
vestigated BERT’s (Devlin et al., 2018) sensitivity
to lexical cues and observed that when a target
word is masked within a sentence, e.g., bacon in
pork/meteorite. she cooked up some eggs, [MASK],
and toast, the probability of [MASK] being pre-
dicted as bacon was lower when a semantically
related prime word pork was present compared to
an unrelated word meteorite. This finding indicates
that a semantically related prime word acts as a
negative distractor, causing interference effect in
certain situations (see also Kassner and Schütze,
2019).

Prediction Building upon these findings, we hy-
pothesize that the presence of semantically-related
tags, i.e., from the same semantic category, leads
to a more pronounced negative effect on VQA task
performance compared to unrelated ones.
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Figure 1: Illustration of unsupervised VisualBERT architecture in the fine-tuning and for inference. (FC: fully connected layer)

3.2 Phonological Relatedness
Inspiration In contrast to the interference
effect from semantically-related distractors,
phonologically-related ones contribute posi-
tively in the PWI task performance (Meyer and
Schriefers, 1991; Schriefers, 1999; Ayora et al.,
2011). For example, distractors sharing either the
first syllable (e.g., ha-vik) or the second syllable
(e.g., zo-mer) to disyllabic target words (e.g., ha-
mer in Dutch) show a facilitation effect compared
to unrelated distractors (Meyer and Schriefers,
1991). Moreover, the facilitation effect is stronger
when the first syllable is shared compared to
the second one1 (Meyer and Schriefers, 1991;
Schriefers, 1999).

Prediction We use the originally detected tags
consisting of two wordpieces and substitute these
tags with a single wordpiece. The replaced tag (a
single wordpiece) shares one wordpiece with the
original tag, which is in line with the methodol-
ogy employed in PWI research. We predict that a)
both the first and second wordpieces will yield a
positive effect on the VQA task in comparison to
the cases in which no tags are present, and b) the
positive effect will be more prominent with the first
wordpiece compared to the second one.

3.3 Bilingual Relatedness
Inspiration PWI research has suggested that the
effect size of distractors varies to different degrees
between balanced bilinguals, who are highly pro-
ficient in two languages, and dominant bilinguals,
who exhibit higher proficiency in one language
compared to the other. For example, for balanced

1A stronger effect means that the facilitation effect is con-
sistently present across a wider range of time intervals between
the onset of the picture and the presentation of the distractor.

bilinguals, no significant difference in effect size
is observed concerning the languages in which the
distractors are presented (Costa et al., 1999; Guo
and Peng, 2006). This indicates a symmetrical pat-
tern for balanced bilinguals, i.e., the effect size is
consistent regardless of the language used for the
distractors. Similarly, research on multilingual lan-
guage models also suggests that they are capable of
aligning word meaning across languages (Cao et al.,
2020b; K et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2019; Schuster
et al., 2019). However, such a symmetrical-like pat-
tern is not found for dominant bilinguals. For exam-
ple, different degrees of effect size were observed
between semantically-related distractors in two lan-
guages (e.g., valley in English vs. dal meaning
‘valley’ in Dutch) when dominant bilinguals nam-
ing pictures in their second language with lower
proficiency (e.g., mountain in English) (Hermans
et al., 1998; Altarriba and Mathis, 1997).

Prediction We predict a symmetrical-like effect,
i.e., the replaced tags in two languages referring to
the same meaning will result in highly similar task
performance for a balanced model that is fine-tuned
in two languages. This pattern, however, is not
expected for a dominant model that is exclusively
fine-tuned in a single language.

4 Methods

4.1 VQA Model

Semantic and Phonological Relatedness Follow-
ing Li et al. (2020), the monolingual English VQA
model VQAPWI is pre-trained using "mask-and-
predict" objective with unaligned data: shuffled
text segments (Conceptual Captions (Sharma et al.,
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2018) and BookCorpus2) and images (Microsoft
COCO (Chen et al., 2015)). We use the Adam
optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with a linear-
decayed learning-rate schedule and pre-train the
model for 10 epochs with a batch size of 144. In
each batch, part of the text or part of the image
regions is masked and the model is trained to pre-
dict the masked words or the image regions. We
use the image region features and associated tags
from LXMERT (Tan and Bansal, 2019), which are
extracted and detected using Faster R-CNN (An-
derson et al., 2018). These tags are appended as
words to the visual input and the mask-and-predict
objective is also applied to the tags.

Fine-tuning for the VQA downstream
task (Goyal et al., 2017) is conducted using
training questions that are related to the images
taken from Microsoft COCO (Chen et al., 2015).
To avoid intervention from factors such as
unrelated image features, we only retained the
region features that correspond to the correct
answers as the visual input. The remaining region
features were masked out by setting the unrelated
feature vectors to zero. As shown in Figure 1,
the input is composed of a question, an image
feature that is detected as the pizza object, and
the correctly detected tag pizza. To enhance the
model’s understanding, the replaced tags are the
correct answers from other instances.

Bilingual Relatedness We include the Ger-
man Wikipedia text corpus3 in the pre-training
of all three bilingual VQA models: VQAEN&DE ,
VQAEN , and VQADE . In order to align the En-
glish and German text embeddings with the visual
representations, we use the googletrans4 tool to
translate the object tags of 50% of the images into
German and a multilingual tokenizer5 to support
both languages during pre-training. During the
fine-tuning phase for the VQA task, VQAEN only
uses the original tags in English detected in the
images, while VQADE only utilizes the translated
tags in German. For VQAEN&DE , tags applied
during fine-tuning are either in English or German
for each image, which is expected to provide a
better alignment between both languages.

2https://github.com/jackroos/VL-BERT/
blob/master/data/PREPARE_DATA.md

3https://github.com/
t-systems-on-site-services-gmbh/
german-wikipedia-text-corpus

4https://pypi.org/project/googletrans/
5https://huggingface.co/

bert-base-multilingual-uncased

4.2 Instance Selection
To maximize the effect of replaced tags and sim-
plify the result analysis, we collect specific in-
stances from the training dataset that meet the
following two criteria: 1) the model outputs the
detected tag with the highest probability as the
final answer, 2) at least one region feature from
the input image is detected as the answer object.
Figure 1 provides an example instance, where the
question What is this? is asked about an image
COCO_train2014_0000000742536 that contains a
pizza object and the word pizza is detected as a tag.
The VQA Annotations6 correctly label pizza as the
answer, and it is also identified as the output with
the highest probability. The probability of pizza
may decrease and an incorrect response might be
generated as the final answer if no tag is present or
a different tag such as dog is given.

4.3 Measures
Accuracy There exists a number of valid instances
that identify one tag tio in N original tags t0o, ..., t

N
o

as their correct answer. We replace each original
tag tio with N different new tags t0r , ..., t

N
r . A set

Vi of instances that have tio as their correct answer
is collected with a number of mi in total. The
function CV QA() is used to count the number of
instances where tio remains selected as the correct
answer after it is replaced by tir. Note that tio is
the correct answer for all instances in Vi and the
accuracy value with the original tags is 100%. This
value will decrease with replaced tags or without
any tags. A lower accuracy value indicates a greater
impact of tag replacement on image-text alignment.

Accuracy =
N∑
i=1

CV QA(t
i
r, Vi)/

N∑
i=1

mi (1)

F-score and Similarity We use F-score to fur-
ther examine the degree of change in the probabil-
ity of a correct answer caused by a replaced tag
for each instance in the experiment on semantic-
and bilingual-relatedness. For each valid instance
v, where the original tag to is the labeled correct
answer, we define surprisal S as the negative log-
arithm of the probability of the model outputting
the correct answer (V QAans = to). The surprisal
So(v) (Eq. 2) is computed when the original tag to
is used as the answer. When a replaced tag tr is
present, the corresponding surprisal Sr(v) is calcu-
lated using Eq. 3. The F-score (Eq. 4) measures

6https://visualqa.org/download.html

https://github.com/jackroos/VL-BERT/blob/master/data/PREPARE_DATA.md
https://github.com/jackroos/VL-BERT/blob/master/data/PREPARE_DATA.md
https://github.com/t-systems-on-site-services-gmbh/german-wikipedia-text-corpus
https://github.com/t-systems-on-site-services-gmbh/german-wikipedia-text-corpus
https://github.com/t-systems-on-site-services-gmbh/german-wikipedia-text-corpus
https://pypi.org/project/googletrans/
https://huggingface.co/bert-base-multilingual-uncased
https://huggingface.co/bert-base-multilingual-uncased
https://visualqa.org/download.html
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Accuracy Estimate (intercept)
Torig Tnone Tdiff Tsame Simword Simcontextual

food Acc 100 79.1 66.0 58.8 -1.083***(2.103) -1.8813***(2.982)
example banana / cow mango

animal Acc 100 88.9 71.3 56.6 -0.6924***(1.177) -3.011***(3.014)
example dog / squash cat

Table 1: (left) Accuracy (%) of the VQA task and examples for semantically-related conditions for the list food
and the list animal. (right) Results of the linear mixed model, where cosine similarity (Simword/Simcontextual)
is treated as a fixed effect together with the intercepts of items in each list as random effects, using the formula:
F-score ∼ cosine similarity + (1|item), ***: p < .001.

the difference between Sr(v) and So(v), indicating
the extent of the impact of tr compared to to on
the probability of a correct answer. If the replace-
ment of to with tr leads to a greater decrease in the
probability, then the F-score increases7.

So(v) = −loge(prob(V QAans = to|(v, to)))
(2)

Sr(v) = −loge(prob(V QAans = to|(v, tr)))
(3)

F(v) = Sr(v)− So(v) (4)

The F-scores are analyzed in relation to the se-
mantic distance between the replaced tags and the
original ones. The vector similarity Sim between
to and tr is calculated using cosine similarity cos().
We define two types of similarities, word (non-
contextual) similarity Simword and contextual sim-
ilarity Simcontextual, as:

Simword(v) = cos(eo(to), eo(tr)) (5)

Simcontextual(v) = cos(e1(to, v), e1(tr, v)) (6)

The function eo() in Eq. 5 returns the token em-
beddings of to and tr at the 0th layer of the model,
while Eq. 6 uses e1() to generate contextualized
embeddings of to and tr from the last (12th) hidden
layer for instance v.

5 Experiments

A comprehensive list of tags used in the three ex-
periments can be found in Table 4 in the Appendix.

5.1 Semantic Relatedness

Setup To investigate whether the effect of
semantically-related features on task performance
can apply to various categories, we conduct the

7The concept of surprisal and F-score have similarities
with that defined in Misra et al. (2020), where surprisal is
based on the probability of a masked token instead.

experiment using two word lists representing an-
imals and food, respectively. The VQA perfor-
mance is tested using different types of tags, includ-
ing originally detected tags (Torig), semantically-
related tags from the same category (Tsame), unre-
lated tags from a different category (Tdiff) (using
food words for animal images and vice versa), and
without any tags (Tnone). Examples of the types
are shown in Table 1. Two additional types are
introduced to expand the spectrum of semantic sim-
ilarity alongside the existing tags: tags of hyper-
nyms (Thype) (Kuipers et al., 2006) (using food for
the list food and animal for the list animal) and
pseudowords (Tpseu) which are made up of random
letters and have no meaning in English. To avoid
any influence from wordpiece segmentation, the
tags cannot be divided into subwords within the
word embedding.

Result The task accuracy presented in Table
1(left) shows the same trend for both lists: Torig
> Tnone > Tdiff > Tsame. This finding strongly sup-
ports the prediction that the tags from the same
semantic category negatively impact task perfor-
mance more significantly compared to unrelated
ones.

To determine if the interference effect is linked
to the semantic similarity between the origi-
nal and replaced ones, we plot the F-score
against Simword/Simcontextual for all instances
with the tags Thype, Tpseu, Tdiff, and Tsame.
Figure 2a illustrates that the tags with lower
Simword/Simcontextual tend to have a more scat-
tered distribution towards higher F-scores for the
list animal. A consistent tendency can be found
for the list of food in Figure 4 in the Appendix.
We apply a Gaussian distribution to fit the Sim for
each F-score and plot the mean of these fits against
the F-scores for the list food and the list animal in
Figure 2b. Importantly, we evaluate the statistical
significance of the relationship between F-scores
and Simword/Simcontextual, and found significant
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Figure 2: (a) 2D histogram displaying the F-scores by Simcontextual (upper) and by Simword (lower) for the list animal; (b)
F-score versus Simword/Simcontextual from Gaussian fitting the 2D histogram for the list animal in (a) and for the list food in
Figure 4 in Appendix.

coefficients in a linear mixed model with Sim as
an explanatory variable and the F-score as a de-
pendent variable, as shown in Table 1(right). The
statistical findings and the evident negative corre-
lation between the F-scores and Simcontextual in
Figure 2b, collectively indicate that semantically
closer tags result in a less pronounced decrease in
the probability correct answers.

5.2 Phonological Relatedness

Setup To investigate whether the impact of
phonologically-related features on VQA task per-
formance can be applied to various word cate-
gories, we find instances with tags of three different
types of word compounds: open compound words
(Copen), which are composed of two words written
separately with a space like tennis player, closed
compound words (Cclosed), which are composed of
two words written together as a single word like
bathtub, and non-compound words (Cnon), which
can not be divided into two words, such as buoy.
We expect the predicted positive effect to be consis-
tent for all three types of words. All the words can
be split into two wordpieces using the tokenizer
from the BERT base model (uncased)8. The first
and second parts are labeled as T1st and T2nd, re-
spectively. Table 2 shows examples of these tags
and Tnone refers to the cases where no tags are used.

Result Table 2 demonstrates that the task ac-
curacy for the three types of words consistently
follows this order: T1st > T2nd > Tnone. This re-
sult supports the prediction that both wordpieces
as tags contribute to improved task performance

8https://huggingface.co/
bert-base-uncased

list info Torig T1st T2nd Tnone

Copen
example tennis player tennis player /
Acc 100 89.9 82.7 68.9

Cclosed
example bathtub bath tub /
Acc 100 91.2 88.4 77.3

Cnon
example buoy buo y /
Acc 100 96.3 95.9 69.1

Table 2: Examples and Accuracy (%) of VQA task for each
phonologically-related condition within the three groups Copen,
Cclosed and Cnon.

compared to the cases without tags, and that the
first wordpiece has a stronger effect than the second
wordpiece.

Interestingly, the result reveals a consistent trend
in the accuracy values of T1st and T2nd: both exhibit
the order of Cnon > Cclosed > Copen. In contrast to
the groups Cclosed and Copen, T1st/T2nd in the group
Cnon are wordpieces that do not have independent
meaning. Their higher accuracy (96.3 for T1st and
95.9 for T2nd) compared to the T1st and T2nd for
both Cclosed (91.2 and 88.4, respectively) and Copen
(89.9 and 82.7, respectively) suggests the need to
consider linguistic factors in the observed trend,
which will be discussed in the Discussion section.

5.3 Bilingual Relatedness

Setup The dominant bilingual models VQAEN and
VQADE are fine-tuned with tags in English and
German, respectively. Their performance is tested
with original tags in the corresponding language
(TEN for VQAEN and TDE for VQADE), and with
replaced tags translated into the other language
(TEN for VQADE and TDE for VQAEN ). For the
balanced bilingual model VQAEN&DE which is
fine-tuned with an equal distribution of 50% En-

https://huggingface.co/bert-base-uncased
https://huggingface.co/bert-base-uncased
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Accuracy Estimate (intercept)
model info TEN TDE Tnone Tdiff-DE Tdiff-EN Simword Simcontextual

VQAEN&DE Acc 100 96.6 67.3 61.6 61.0 -4.512***(1.866) -4.913***(4.970)
VQAEN Acc 100 77.3 50.7 43.4 37.4 -6.265***(3.299) -9.884***(8.895)
VQADE Acc 90.3 100 44.4 39.5 40.6 -10.308***(4.089) -7.465***(7.603)

example car Wagen / Hund dog

Table 3: (left) Accuracy (%) of VQA task and examples for the bilingually-related conditions. (right) Results of the linear
mixed model, where cosine similarity (Simword/Simcontextual) is treated as a fixed effect together with the intercepts of items
in each list as random effects, using the formula: F-score ∼ cosine similarity + (1|item), ***: p < .001.

glish tags and 50% German tags, all the original
tags are translated into the other language. We ad-
ditionally add the types Tdiff-DE and Tdiff-EN, which
present the tags in a different category in German
and in English, respectively. The type Tnone refers
to the cases without tags. Table 3 showcases one
example for each type.

Result The results in Table 3 show that the tags
referring to the same meaning as the original tags
(TEN/TDE) achieve superior task performance com-
pared to unrelated tags (Tdiff-EN/Tdiff-DE) and cases
without tags (Tnone). Importantly, VQAEN&DE

shows smaller accuracy differences between a) TEN
and TDE (3.4) and b) Tdiff-EN and Tdiff-DE (0.6) than
that for VQAEN (22.7 and 5, respectively) and
VQADE (9.7 and 1.1, respectively). This sup-
ports the prediction that tags in two languages
referring to the same meaning result in similar
task performance for the balanced model com-
pared to the dominant model. This symmetrical-
like effect is also supported by the 2-D histogram
plot of the corresponding F-scores of Tdiff-DE and
Tdiff-EN, see Figure 3(a, top) where balanced model
VQAEN&DE shows a clear diagonal distribution.
Similarly to the result in the experiment on seman-
tic relatedness, the significant negative coefficients
of Simword/Simcontextual against F-scores in Ta-
ble 3(right) and the clear negative correlation be-
tween F-score and Simcontextual in Figure 3(b)
further reinforce the suggestion that the semanti-
cally closer tags result in a smaller decrease in the
probability of correct answers.

6 Discussion

Our study reveals that the influence of the tested
tags on VQA task performance parallels the effects
of distractors observed in PWI experiments on hu-
man participants. We will discuss the experimental
results from the following perspectives.

Competition between semantically closer vi-
sual and tag information hinders performance.
On the one hand, similar to the human performance
in the PWI task, the experimental results on se-

Figure 3: (a) 2D histogram displaying the F-scores by
Tdiff-DE and Tdiff-EN for model VAQEN&DE (top), VQAEN

(middle) and VQADE (bottom). (b) F-scores versus
Simword/Simcontextual from Gaussian fitting the 2D his-
togram in (a).

mantic relatedness (Table 1(left)) demonstrate that
replacing tags within the same category leads to a
lower accuracy compared to the unrelated tags of
a different category. On the other hand, both the
experiment on semantic (Table 1(right)) and bilin-
gual relatedness (Table 3(right)) reveal a negative
correlation between semantic similarity (Sim) and
F-scores, suggesting that semantically closer tags
cause a smaller change in the probability of correct
answers. The two metrics, despite their differences,
are not contradictory. In the PWI paradigm, the pro-
cessing of an image activates the representation of
the target and related concepts (Bürki et al., 2020).
Likewise, the results indicate that the image feature
in the VQA task activates information about the
correct answer and closely related objects. These
related objects are more likely to be chosen as the
final answer compared to unrelated ones. When a
semantically-related tag is present, it tends to in-
crease the likelihood of the model choosing itself
as the final, but incorrect answer, thus leading to
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reduced accuracy. In this case, the probability of
the correct answer remains high due to the closer
similarity between visual and tag information, re-
sulting in a low F-score. In contrast, an unrelated
tag does not receive significant activation from the
image feature, making it less likely to be chosen
as the final answer, even when provided as a tag.
As the visual and tag information diverges from
each other, the probability of the correct answer is
expected to be lower, resulting in a higher F-score,
compared to the cases in which the visual and tag
information align closely.

Wordpiece partially representing visual ob-
jects enhances performance. In PWI experiments,
sharing syllables between distractors and target
words facilitates the picture-naming process. Con-
sistent with this finding, the experiment on phono-
logical relatedness (Table 2) shows that task perfor-
mance is significantly improved when either T1st
or T2nd are included as input. These results suggest
that presenting a single wordpiece, regardless of its
semantic meaning, aids the model in selecting the
final correct answer, subsequently enhancing task
performance.

Wordpiece determining overall word meaning
may also compete with visual information. We
observed that the first wordpieces tend to achieve
better performance compared to the second word-
pieces (Table 2). We attribute this to the greater
weight placed on the second wordpieces in deter-
mining the overall word meaning, particularly ev-
ident in the cases of Copen like tennis player and
Cclosed like bathtub. Typically, the first wordpiece
serves as a modifier or specifier, while the sec-
ond wordpiece carries the central meaning of the
words, representing the main object being referred
to. For example, the first wordpiece tennis acts as
a modifier in the compound tennis player, while
the second wordpiece player represents the main
object. The second wordpieces are more closely
associated with the original tags, which can poten-
tially lead to competition between visual and tag
information (as discussed in the previous part) and
result in worse task performance.

Compounding ability of wordpiece affects
task performance. The result of the experiment
on phonological relatedness shows a specific or-
der of accuracy values: Cnon > Cclosed > Copen for
both T1st and T2nd. This pattern can be attributed
to the varying degrees of compounding ability be-
tween three word groups. In the case of Cnon, the

wordpieces have limited possibilities to form mean-
ingful words, as exemplified by buo in buoy. The
association between the image feature representing
a buoy and the wordpiece buo significantly narrows
down the available options for the model, strongly
indicating the correct answer as buoy. In contrast,
a single wordpiece or lexeme in Copen offers more
opportunities to create related words, such as ten-
nis in tennis player can be a standalone word, or
form words like tennis racket, tennis coach, tennis
ball, etc. This offers the model a broader range of
options to choose from, considering the image fea-
ture representing a tennis player and the tag tennis.
Thus, the model is likely to make more accurate
predictions when the answer options are limited
(Cnon) compared to when there is a wider range of
options (Cclosed and Copen), leading to the observed
performance order of Cnon > Cclosed > Copen for
both T1st and T2nd.

7 Conclusion

Cognitive psychological research on PWI demon-
strates that different distractors have varying effects
on picture-naming tasks performed by human par-
ticipants. We replace the tags detected in images
with new words possessing semantic, phonological,
and bilingual characteristics relative to the original
tags, and examine their impact on the VQA task
performance. Our findings indicate that the influ-
ence of these tags on task performance parallels the
effects of distractors in PWI experiments on human
participants.

Taking the task performance in cases where no
tags are present as the baseline, we found that A)
semantically-related tags have a greater negative
impact on task performance compared to unrelated
ones, suggesting that when visual and tag infor-
mation is semantically closer to each other, they
compete more strongly to be selected as the final
answer. B) Presenting even a portion (wordpiece)
of the original tag improves task performance sig-
nificantly. The portion that plays a lesser role in
determining its original tag’s overall meaning leads
to a more significant improvement. C) Tags in two
languages referring to the same meaning exhibit a
symmetrical-like effect on performance in balanced
bilingual models which is fine-tuned in both lan-
guages. However, Similar behavior is not observed
in dominant bilingual models that are fine-tuned in
only one language.

For future work, we will explore additional prob-
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ing measures, such as attention probing, to gain a
deeper understanding of the internal behavior of
tags in the VQA task. We will also investigate
whether the observed effects of tags in this study
can be generalized to other VLP models.

8 Limitations

We acknowledge several limitations in our study.
First, the replaced tags used in our experiments
are originally detected tags from other instances,
which ensures the models’ understanding of the re-
placed tags but restricts the inclusion of additional
tag types. One type that warrants further inves-
tigation is the use of synonyms as tags, such as
using puppy as a replacement for dog. It would
also be valuable to examine the symmetry-like ef-
fect in the experiment on bilingual relatedness by
using semantically related tags, e.g., from the same
category.

Second, even though a majority of the questions
used in our study focus on object identification
such as what is this?, there is a small number of
questions that involve additional object entities. For
instance, What is floating near the bird? and What
is in the water?. Bird and water in the questions
may act as distractors and potentially affect the
model’s performance. Despite this potential impact,
we chose to retain these questions in the study due
to their limited quantity.

Ethics Statement

In adherence to their license agreements, we use
publicly available resources in our experiments.
The datasets have undergone complete anonymiza-
tion, ensuring that they do not include any personal
information regarding the caption annotators or any
data that could expose the identities of the subjects
photographed.
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A Appendix

Figure 4: 2D histogram displaying the F-scores by
Simcontextual (upper) and by Simword (lower) for the
list food.
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list Torig/Tsame Tdiff Tpseu Thype
food pepper(65), ‘cabbage’(52),

‘tomato’(2028), ‘banana’(6903), ‘ap-
ple’(2925), ‘pasta’(338), ‘bread’(1092),
‘cheese’(378), ‘egg’(468), ‘choco-
late’(715), ‘pancakes’(52), ‘sand-
wich’(3796), ‘pizza’(18109),
‘fries’(754)

‘cat’, ‘dog’, ‘sheep’, ‘deer’,
‘cow’, ‘horse’, ‘zebra’, ‘ele-
phant’, ‘goose’, ‘goat’, ‘bear’,
‘panda’, ‘pigeon’, ‘butterfly’

‘san’, ‘lan’, ‘ren’, ‘fen’,
‘jia’, ‘cho’, ‘jon’, ‘nan’,
‘gan’, ‘kam’, ‘yan’,
‘abe’, ‘dia’, ‘pia’

‘food’

animal ‘dog’(11778), ‘cat’(9386), ‘cow’(5408),
‘lamb’(117), ‘sheep’(7488), ‘deer’(91),
‘zebra’(5057), ‘horse’(8567),
‘goat’(221), ‘goose’(39), ‘ele-
phant’(6773), ‘panda’(130),
‘bear’(3471), ‘butterfly’(26)

‘pepper’, ‘cabbage’, ‘tomato’,
‘banana’, ‘apple’, ‘pasta’,
‘bread’, ‘cheese’, ‘egg’, ‘choco-
late’, ‘pancakes’, ‘sandwich’,
‘pizza’, ‘fries’

’san’, ‘lan’, ‘ren’, ‘fen’,
‘jia’, ‘cho’, ‘jon’, ‘nan’,
‘gan’, ‘kam’, ‘yan’,
‘abe’, ‘dia’, ‘pia’

’animal’

list Torig
Copen ‘stop sign’(100), ‘knee pads’(18), ‘tennis court’(16), ‘train station’(75), ‘tennis player’(6), ‘toilet brush’(21), ‘french

fries’(104), ‘christmas tree’(45), ‘living room’(3100), ‘teddy bear’(2893), ‘shower curtain’(52), ‘polar bear’(252),
‘hot dog’(4005), ‘bow tie’(204), ‘soccer ball’(247), ‘traffic light’(210), ‘parking meter’(1144), ‘teddy bears’(230),
‘tank top’(480), ‘home plate’(52), ‘stuffed animals’(448), ‘cutting board’(261), ‘ski pole’(682), ‘palm trees’(99),
‘skate park’(1394), ‘palm tree’(152), ‘water bottle’(80), ‘tennis ball’(41), ‘cell phone’(42), ‘trash can’(1496), ‘toilet
paper’(1457), ‘wine glass’(98), ‘stuffed animal’(228), ‘fire truck’(1357), ‘ski poles’(378), ‘parking lot’(512), ‘power
lines’(198), ‘shower head’(70), ‘coffee maker’(1387), ‘steering wheel’(75), ‘ski lift’(3120), ‘mouse pad’(81), ‘hot
dogs’(2132), ‘traffic lights’(166), ‘bus stop’(170)

Cclosed ‘dugout’(12), ‘bathtub’(38), ‘flamingo’(20), ‘sailboat’(60), ‘racket’(114), ‘wetsuit’(854), ‘skateboard’(5355),
‘blender’(520), ‘surfboard’(7007), ‘snowboard’(2616), ‘goggles’(780), ‘wristband’(323), ‘cupcake’(40), ‘toaster’(230),
‘surfboards’(240), ‘blueberries’(325), ‘stroller’(260), ‘headband’(783), ‘hoodie’(180), ‘steeple’(324), ‘toothbrush’(6623),
‘pineapple’(39), ‘pickle’(1560), ‘headphones’(387), ‘frosting’(276), ‘tablecloth’(47), ‘crosswalk’(384), ‘snowsuit’(49),
‘pepperoni’(6222), ‘pickles’(104), ‘blueberry’(159), ‘sticker’(54), ‘planter’(56), ‘watermark’(59), ‘spatula’(183),
‘beanie’(63), ‘wallpaper’(207), ‘earring’(71), ‘strawberries’(1725), ‘spinach’(11324)

Cnon ‘urinal’(57), ‘tarmac’(52), ‘visor’(480), ‘donut’(4620), ‘donuts’(7339), ‘bib’(294), ‘kayak’(186), ‘tarp’(65), ‘buoy’(320)

model TEN TDE Tdiff-EN Tdiff-DE
VQAEN&DE

& VQAEN

‘car’(510), ‘train’(649),
‘airplane’(48), ‘boat’(152),
‘television’(57), ‘clock’(357),
‘phone’(780), ‘camera’(105),
‘dog’(535), ‘cow’(484),
‘tree’(567), ‘mountain’(35)

’wagen’, ‘zug’, ‘flugzeug’,
‘boot’, ‘fernsehen’, ‘uhr’, ‘tele-
fon’, ‘kamera’, ‘hund’, ‘kuh’,
‘baum’, ‘berg’

’cat’, ‘dog’, ‘sheep’,
‘deer’, ‘cow’, ‘horse’,
‘zebra’, ‘elephant’,
‘goose’, ‘goat’, ‘bear’,
‘panda’, ‘pigeon’, ‘but-
terfly’

‘hund’, ‘kuh’, ‘ente’,
‘adler’, ‘mais’, ‘stein’,
‘blatt’, ‘zeitschrift’,
‘wagen’, ‘zug’, ‘wein’,
‘haar’

VQADE ‘car’, ‘train’, ‘airplane’, ‘tele-
vision’, ‘clock’, ‘phone’, ‘cam-
era’, ‘dog’, ‘cow’, ‘tree’, ‘moun-
tain’

‘wagen’(483), ‘zug’(447),
‘flugzeug’(2), ‘fernsehen’(4),
‘uhr’(236), ‘telefon’(429),
‘kamera’(69), ‘hund’(778),
‘kuh’(337), ‘baum’(447),
‘berg’(95)

’dog’, ‘cow’, ‘duck’,
‘corn’, ‘stone’, ‘leaf’,
‘magazine’, ‘car’,
‘train’, ‘wine’, ‘hair’

’hund’, ‘kuh’, ‘ente’,
‘mais’, ‘stein’, ‘blatt’,
‘zeitschrift’, ‘wagen’,
‘zug’, ‘wein’, ‘haar’

Table 4: Lists of tags used in the semantically-related (top), phonologically-related (middle), and bilingually-related
(bottom) experiments. The frequencies of the original tags are shown in parentheses. In the phonologically-related
experiment, the wordpieces (examples can be found in Table 2 in the main text) from the original tags are omitted.


